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Nightshade is simulation and visualization software for teaching and exploring astronomy, Earth science, and related topics. The emphasis
of Nightshade has always been on usability, realism, feature stability and performance in a planetarium environment.
The Rewrite: In 2011, Digitalis embarked on a journey to rewrite Nightshade from the ground-up. Due to architectural limitations inherited from Stellarium, Nightshade Legacy was unable to truly operate as a visualizer of 3dimensional information. This included limitations in displaying models of spacecraft, planets, nebulae, and more. As part of this journey, we also sought to improve many of the other failings of Nightshade Legacy including
rewriting how shadows are calculated and represented, how the atmosphere blends with extraterrestrial objects, the navigation subsystem, and much, much more.

The Problem: Two of the major failings of Nightshade Legacy's atmosphere blending algorithm were its limit to a low dynamic range (LDR) and its use of a global atmosphere radiance. This lack of precision and simplified
radiance model leads to a variety of issues including inaccuracies in star extinguishing times and general Milky Way blending (see right).

Our Solution: The basis for Nightshade NG's atmosphere is a paper by Eric Bruenton and Fabrice Neyret on Precomputed Atmospheric Scattering. Coupled with other major under-the-hood changes to Nightshade, we are
able to provide incredibly realistic real-time atmospheric blending. The blending pipeline has been entirely rewritten from the ground up using the latest high dynamic range (HDR) techniques. Although Nightshade NG now
employs many cameras passing over the scene to render the composite image projected on the dome, the below diagram describes a simplified model of how Nightshade NG manages to have incredibly accurate blending
while ensuring that things that need to be consistent are consistent.
Above: Implausible blending of Milky Way with
atmosphere in Nightshade Legacy

Rendering Pipeline in Nightshade NG
1. Main Camera Traverses Scene Graph

3. Atmosphere Camera Traverses Scene Graph

5. Tone Mapping

6. LDR Buffer Output to the Display

Nightshade NG uses a scene graph architecture with
several cameras. The main camera traverses the
nodes on the scene graph (stars, planets, nebulae,
etc) until it hits nodes that are flagged as atmosphere
nodes. It skips atmosphere nodes, and using
multiple render targes (MRT), it renders the same
scene pass to both the Radiance and HDR buffers.

The atmosphere camera works exactly the same as
the main camera, except it looks specifically for
nodes labeled as atmosphere nodes (currently Mars
and Earth). The radiance buffer is used as an input
to the atmosphere camera; therefore, the
atmosphere camera always traverses the scene after
the main camera. The atmosphere shader provides
radiance values for three wavelengths of light,
(680,550,440) nm.

Because the blend function is determined by
physical units as a ratio between the background's
radiance and the radiance of the atmosphere,
Nightshade uses the very basic Reinhard tonemap
function. The Reinhard tonemapping function uses a
logarithmic curve to compress to LDR devices.

The final LDR blended image is passed into the LDR
buffer. This results in a final night-sky image that is
internally consistent, based on physical values, and
provides an accurate night sky for use in a
planetarium, on a desktop, or as a video production
tool.
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In order to ensure that atmosphere blends properly with
background stars, planets, and nebulae, real units must
be used from beginning to end of the render pipeline.
Here, we have a radiance buffer storing all objects'
radiance values as a 32-bit floating point value
represented as candelas per square meter (Nits). The
HDR buffer stores color value for stars, planet textures,
and nebula textures in a 16-bit RGBA texture.
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Stars with Proper Motion
Because stars are moving, Nightshade NG uses
proper motion and radial velocity to calculate
distance to the "eye" on each frame. Coupled
with a star's absolute value, NG then calculates
the star's apparent magnitude. Nightshade NG
then calculates lux of the star using the function:
pow( 10.0, (-14.18-appMagnitude)/2.51)
The center point of the star retains this lux value
while the halo is attenuated by the sum of a
gaussian and a power function.

Radiance Buffer
Units: Nit (cd/m2)
Type: R32F
HDR Buffer
First Pass
Type: RGBA16F
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4. Combining HDR Buffer with Atmosphere
The atmosphere is blended with the planets using the following functions:
atmoradiance = i.r + i.g + i.b;
radiance = texelfetch(radiance,gl.fragcord.xy,0);
blendF = radiance / (atmoradiance + ε);
The radiance of the atmosphere is the composite of the RGB inscatter values (i).
A ratio between the per pixel input radiance and the atmosphere radiance is
used to calculate the alpha value of the atmosphere with stars, etc, and the
atmosphere is additively blended with the background scene in the HDR buffer.

Issues encountered
We had a number of false starts and other issues when attempting to represent the brightness of any object in the universe.
HDR on an LDR device - The sun when viewed from Earth has 105.28 lux while a magnitude 6.5 star has 10-8.272 lux. We initially
tried to handle the entire HDR to LDR conversion through a tonemapper (no Radiance Buffer / HDR buffer split) as follows:
Reinhard : Applying a basic Reinhard function resulted in an incredible loss of shading on planets or any bright object. This
basically lost all contrast on planets.
Sliding Window - Using a sliding window of values on a log scale resulted in a good starfield, but caused a single pixel of a
bright object to instantly ruin the starfield. This would not create a realistic view of the sky from space while orbiting a planet.
Exposure Blending - This worked the best of all by using several log scales at various intervals to blend parts of the scene, but
we experienced heavy temporal noise from frame to frame. With work, it may have functioned well, but we had a better idea.
Sun: The atmosphere shader we use does not have physical units for the sun, so we have to empirically derive the proper
luminance of the sun by matching actual star extinguishing times with our simulation times.

What's next? Add your data!
WE NEED YOUR DATA!
Digitalis manages Nightshade NG under an open development model to serve its greater than 500 digital
planetariums worldwide and untold numbers of free desktop users. As Nightshade NG continues to add
features, we want to help you communicate your data and findings to millions of students touched by
Nightshade.

Visit us at Booth 225!

Take a test drive of Nightshade NG inside a dome today. We're the giant navy-blue inflatable dome on the
exhibition floor. Come inside and play around, ask us questions, and brainstorm how we can incorporate
your findings for all institutions to use; we promise we don't bite! You may even find that a Digitarium
inflatable or fixed planetarium is just what your institution needs to better teach astronomy!

